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Jennifer Urbina

I believe quality design does not always have to be expensive. Using things we currently
have and creating something else with it is a great way to be sustainable. Not only are
you saving money by re-using and sprucing up old items but you are also creating a
unique piece that no one else has! Why buy new when you can re-use?
Also pleasing clients is a tough job but my passion for interior design makes me want to
achieve the vision that the clients have and create a space of their dreams by doing it
with passion or not at all.

Hi my name is Jennifer Urbina. I am graduating in May of 2015 with a Bachelor of
Science in Interior Design with a minor in Photography and Certification in Construction
Management. A few of my professional goals are to work for a company that is very
hands on and eventually become a project manager and later in the future own my own
interior design business.
My specific interest in design is designing in a way that is sustainable and eco-friendly
and accepting the challenge of staying within a client’s budget. I believe that as a
designer it gives me the ability to show my creativity by re-using some of the client’s
furniture/items and revamp them to create a whole new unique piece within the style
of course. Obtaining clients pieces and creating a whole new unique piece is what will
set me apart from other designers.
Also making an area aesthetically pleasing is one part of design. As a designer I integrate
art, science and culture. During my design process, I must meet the city codes and
regulations to create a safe and functional space. Then the science comes into play by
getting to know who are the clients and getting to know what culture they are trying to
accomplish. Pleasing clients is a tough job but that is where passion plays a big role. My
passion for interior design makes me want to achieve the vision that the clients have
and create a space of their dreams by doing it with passion or not at all.

